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Gender-work relations and axiology of work in cross-cultural perspective:  

a contextual approach. 

 

Many positive and negative features and sides of the current technological evolution are not only 

the results of their immanent internal development but also the consequences of the cultural and 

social context impact, where this interaction of technology and context takes place. It is of 

utmost importance that social and cultural environment represents an aggregate of the factors and 

traditions, which could be rooted in the very remote past but still orient the development of 

technique and technology in the long-term perspective. Therefore, the discourse of different 

cultural texts is necessary for understanding, explaining and forecasting peculiarities, facts, and 

trends in modern technical and technological developments.Sociocultural context is important 

for how all elements and processes of the system of work function. Design, manufacturing and 

use of products take place in a certain social and cultural environment. Growing importance of 

the sociocultural dimensions of modern products demands corresponding sociocultural qualities 

not only of their producers and industrial milieu but also of their users and environment, where 

they are being consumed. Identifying mental and behavioral patterns explicitly and/or implicitly 

expressed in different cultural texts (material and symbolic, visual and corporal, folklore and 

artistic, religious and philosophic) is one of the possible ways to reveal cultural roots of 

contemporary technical consciousness and technical culture in general. Studying different 

cultural texts could help to trace the real evolution of the system of work and its representations 

in culture, the history of the culture and technology interaction. Identification of the system of 

work won't be full without its gender aspect. As a matter of fact, among numerous social and 

cultural factors, gender and work relations, attitudes and values represent the main focus of the 

project. 

Gender discourse of cultural texts in their relations to different elements of work and their 

everyday manifestations (e.g., work ethics, appearance, gestures, etc.) will promote description 

of gender display and make clear its feedback on operational and technological patterns of 

human actions. Studying sociocultural context, where interaction between actors and  

nature by means of technology takes place, would help to define the constants of the Russian 

culture in the field of work-gender relations and to identify the Russian cultural constitution. 

This is one the most important and urgent problem of Russian humanities and social sciences  

nowadays. It presuppose preliminary revision of the traditional Russian cultural heritage from 

the point of view of the new socioeconomic realities emerged in Russia and in the global 

community. Rethinking of traditional patterns have to disavow cultural artifacts, phenomena and 

pseudoscientific assertions, which are either out-of-date or don't fit the reality and practice, to 

reveal their causes and consequences. It also could help to show positive tendencies in Russian 

culture and make recommendations how to strengthen them and implement into practice, how to 

reach synergy between economic, technological and cultural politics. 

That's why this research project draws on the study of different kinds of Russian narratives: 

philosophic treatises and sociologic surveys, folk texts and literature. Scientific literature on the 

topic is also reviewed. 

Comparative perspective is included as well. As it was mentioned above, this project is a 

prolongation of the main research topic "Axiology of work in Russian Philosophy and Culture". 

 


